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1. Project progress

CISESK is working in an innovative Window for EU mobility of volunteers all around Europe.
European Voluntary Service is actually considered as an opportunity for training and professional
mobility: through non formal/informal (NF/I) learning experiences thousands of volunteers all over
Europe improve and/or acquire useful competencies for their own personal, educational and
professional development as for their social integration, and increase their sense of European
citizenship.
The objective of Window for EU mobility is to build, mainstream and promote the exploitation at
European level of a system assessing and certifying competencies acquired by volunteers during own
experiences via NF/I learning. Such system (friendly, web‐based and recognised at European level) will
enable CISESK partnership to reach its main objectives: to promote the employability of volunteers
through the certification of recognised qualification levels, to provide Third Sector organisations with
tools that make them able to attract more and more youths to such training and professional
experience, to foster transnational mobility of volunteers through the start up of a network among Third
Sector organisations.
Actually, CISESK also aims to promote and to foster the mobility of volunteers throughout Europe, and it
may be possible only through an official and mutual recognition of competencies and experiences
acquired in the various EC countries
2. Window for EU mobility of volunteers
The Window for volunteers’ mobility would not have any reason to exist if it would not offer a real
possibility to carry out experience also outside of the own national context. For these reasons each
partner brings not only the possibility to translate and to make the CISESK kit valid at a transnational
level, but also contributes to create the basis for its usability across EU by implementing important
actions of mainstreaming and exploitation.
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Actually, the Window for volunteers’ mobility will contain a database
of the Third sector organisations that aim to benefit from such
opportunity, and of the volunteers that desire to promote own
“certified” experiences through the mobility, in other terms working in
other European third sector organisations.
So, such platform will represent the means enabling a match
between voluntary job demand and offer at an European level.

The window for European mobility of volunteers will contain information about the laws regulating
voluntary service in the various involved countries, about the third sector organisations that will join the
initiative and about the volunteers that will desire to make an experience in another European country
(the platform will enable demand and offer to easily establish a contact)
5. Project Partners news

Blog and youtube channel
for disseminating the Project results
http://cecedisseminateeurope.blogspot.com
http://es.youtube.com/user/CECEinEUROPE
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